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▪ HBEFA is a database application for road transport emission factors containing:

▪ Energy/fuel consumption, GHG, regulated and unregulated pollutant emission factors

▪ For all relevant road transport vehicles (cars, vans, trucks, buses, coaches, motorcycles)

▪ Emission factors available from very detailed level (vehicle type, technology, emission
standard, traffic situation) to aggregated level (e.g. average car in country X and year Y)

▪ Scope:

▪ Base emission factors are valid internationally

▪ Background activity data for aggregations are currently available for 6 European countries
and years 1990 to 2050 or 2060

▪ Direct (TTW) emissions; CO2e emission factors for WTT emissions
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Emission factor query form
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Result tables
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Uses/applications
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▪ HBEFA is used for:

▪ environmental impact assessments

▪ air pollution inventories from city to national level

▪ climate/GHG reporting

▪ energy and climate impact scenarios

▪ as an input for many third-party applications such as COPERT, EcoTransIT, LCA tools (e.g. 
ecoinvent), PTV transport/logistics suite etc.
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Institutional background
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▪ HBEFA is commissioned by the environment/transport agencies of 6 European countries
(Germany, France, Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, Norway)

▪ INFRAS develops the software and coordinates the methodology development of HBEFA

▪ Methodology partners:

▪ Technical University of Graz, Austria

▪ Ifeu (Institute for energy and environment), Heidelberg, Germany

▪ WSP Sweden

▪ Additional partners and input data providers: EMPA (CH) IVL, AVL MTC (SE), Université
Gustave Eiffel (FR), JRC/ERMES Group (EU), LAT/Emisia (GR), TNO (NL), HSDAC (DE), …
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Versions
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▪ HBEFA 1.1 was published in 1995

▪ Since then, new versions have been published approximately every 3 – 5 years based on the
latest measurement and transport data the latest state of scientific knowledge

▪ The current version is HBEFA 4.2 (published 2022)
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Availability and licensing
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▪ The HBEFA «Public Version» can be ordered at www.hbefa.net

▪ Single use licenses are available for 250 EUR/300 CHF for new users, and 150 EUR/180 CHF 
for users of previous versions

▪ Commercial licenses (allowing the reproduction of HBEFA contents in third-party software
tools) are available for 2500 – 20’000 EUR, depending on the number of users.

▪ More information is available on request to hbefa@infras.ch
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Methodology: Measurements and emission factor derivation
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▪ HBEFA contains EF by traffic situations, which are assigned representative, real (measured) 
driving profiles

▪ HBEFA 4.x contains 365 traffic situations differentiating area type, road type, speed limit, 
and traffic density (5 Levels of Service)
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Methodology: Fleet segmentation and modelling
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▪ HBEFA currently contains emission factors for 833 «subsegments»
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Vehicle family Vehicle category

LDV

HDV

MC

LCV

PC

Size class Drivetrain technology

Diesel

Petrol

BEV

Emission concept

Euro-5

Euro-4

M+N-I

N-II

N-III

“segment”

“subsegment”

Exhaust technology

wo/DPF

w/DPF

EGR

SCR
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Columns in the emission factor query output
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Column title Explanation

Case Name of the query (user-defined)

VehCat Vehicle category

Year Year. If «unweighted» option: 2015 (default)

TrafficScenario Fleet composition

Component Pollutant (or consumption)

RoadCat Motorway/rural/urban/overall average

TrafficSit Traffic situation

Gradient Gradient class

IDSubsegment ID of the most detailed vehicle type («subsegment»)

Subsegment Name of the most detailed vehicle type («subsegment»)

Technology Drivetrain technology (e.g. petrol, diesel, BEV, etc.)

SizeClasse Size class

EmConcept Emission standard

KM Average cumulated mileage («odometer reading») in km (50'000 with "unweighted» option)

%Of<AggregationLevel> Share of VKT in total of vehicle category

V Velocity/speed (km/h)

EFA
Emission factor in g/vehkm (hot, running losses), g/start or stop (cold start, evap soak), g/day (evap. diurnal) 
(for HDV: at 50% load)

V_weighted Weighted average of speed (for «weighted with fleet composition» option)

EFA_weighted Weighted average of emission factor (for «weighted with fleet composition» option)

AmbientCondPattern Ambient condition pattern (temperature, humidity, trip length and parking duration distributions etc.)

EFA_km_weighted Only for Cold start: emission factor in g/km

<Parameter>_0% Parameter at 0% load (HDV only)

<Parameter>_100% Parameter at 100% load (HDV only)


